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ABSTRACT Force-ﬁeld validation is essential for the identiﬁcation of weaknesses in current models and the development of
more accurate models of biomolecules. NMR coupling and relaxation methods have been used to effectively diagnose the
strengths and weaknesses of many existing force ﬁelds. Studies using the ff99SB force ﬁeld have shown excellent agreement
between experimental and calculated order parameters and residual dipolar calculations. However, recent studies have sug-
gested that ff99SB demonstrates poor agreement with J-coupling constants for short polyalanines. We performed extensive
replica-exchange molecular-dynamics simulations on Ala3 and Ala5 in TIP3P and TIP4P-Ew solvent models. Our results suggest
that the performance of ff99SB is among the best of currently available models. In addition, scalar coupling constants derived
from simulations in the TIP4P-Ew model show a slight improvement over those obtained using the TIP3P model. Despite the
overall excellent agreement, the data suggest areas for possible improvement.A significant challenge in the use of computation to study
complex biomolecular systems is force-field accuracy. Force
fields are made up of a molecular-mechanics energy function
with empirical parameters, which are typically obtained from
fitting to experimental or high-level quantum mechanical
(QM) data. These approximations may lead to inaccuracies
in calculated kinetic and/or thermodynamic properties. One
such force field is ff94 (1), which has a strong bias favoring
helical content. Although it is not always apparent in short
simulations, ff94 leads to overstabilization of helical systems
and the adoption of stable helices for sequences that have
nonhelical experimentally determined structures (2). Even
in cases where the force field matches well to the QM data
used in parameter development, errors can arise from incon-
sistencies in the model. For example, many nonpolarizable
force fields employ partial charges that are intended to repro-
duce the enhanced dipoles found in aqueous solution, yet the
dihedral potentials are fit to reproduce gas-phase QM energy
profiles using these charges. These effects, combined with
the relatively small size of the systems used for parameter
development, indicate that validation against experimental
data is vital.
ff99SB was developed to improve the secondary structure
balance of the previous Amber protein force fields, as well as
to improve the description of glycine residues (3). Although
the parameters were fit with the use of QM data, the develop-
ment relied on the validation of candidate parameters against
experiment. Decoy sets of helical peptides, hairpins, and
miniproteins demonstrated the correct energyminima. Calcu-
lated NMR order parameters for ubiquitin and lysozyme also
showed better agreement with experiment than previous force
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ubiquitin dynamics asmeasured by residual dipolar couplings
obtained from ff99SB simulation are ‘‘comparable to or
better than the best static structural models and the NMR
ensemble’’. Other works have shown similarly good agree-
ment between ff99SB simulations and NMR structural and
relaxation data (5–8). Overall, these studies suggest that
ff99SB is in at least reasonable agreement with experiment
for a variety of proteins.
One disadvantage of performing such studies on complex
systems is that it can be difficult to decompose inaccuracies
into the specific force-field terms that need improvement.
Short polyalanines have become useful, simple model
systems for studying the conformational variability of
unfolded states; however, in such states the structural prefer-
ences are weak and therefore the system is highly sensitive to
small inaccuracies (9–12).A recent study ofAlan (n¼ 3–7) by
Graf et al. (13) showed that significant differences exist
between the experimental and calculated J-coupling constants
from unweighted simulation data. Building on this avail-
ability of extensive experimental data, Best et al. (14) per-
formed a follow-up study on Ala5 using variations of the
Amber (15), CHARMM (16), GROMOS (17), and OPLS
(18) force fields using various sets of Karplus parameters to
calculate the scalar coupling constants. They evaluated the
force fields using a c2 value that represented the sum of devi-
ations of each calculated J-coupling constant compared with
the experimental values, normalized by a factor related to
the assumed systematic error in the coupling constant calcula-
tions. Of the parameter sets tested, ff99SB was ranked among
the worst for this data set. Later, Best et al. (19) corrected key
aspects of the data, with the result that ff99SB’s ranking
improved significantly. We present here a more detailed anal-
ysis of ff99SB’s performance using two water models and
peptides of different lengths.
We performed replica-exchange molecular-dynamics
simulations (20,21) for 50 ns/replica of Ala3 and Ala5 in
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.04.063
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means of fully independent simulations from different initial
structures. Simulation details are included in the Supporting
Material. In this study we address the performance of the
ff99SB force field, compare the effects of using different
water models, and suggest improvements to ff99SB that
may improve agreement with experiment.
We calculated the scalar coupling constants for each poly-
alanine simulation using the same three Karplus parameter
sets employed in the study by Best et al. (14) (Table 1).
We also employed the same c2 calculation as Best et al. to
evaluate the deviation of the J-coupling constants from the
experimental values. For Ala3, the c
2 values varied from
1.57 to 2.17 depending on the solvent model and the param-
eter set. The Ala5 J-coupling constants were also quite sensi-
tive to these different variables, but even with the larger
peptide size, the c2 values remained < 2.0. Of importance,
the c2 values for Ala5 were at least as low as any of the other
force fields evaluated by Best et al. (14).
In addition to the protein force field, the water model may
also be expected to have a significant effect on accuracy for
these short, solvent-exposed peptides. To compare solvent
effects, we generated simulations using the TIP3P (22) and
TIP4P-Ew (23) solvent models. Simulations using TIP4P-
Ew have shown better agreement between calculated and
experimental NMR observables (6,24) due to more realistic
diffusion and tumbling in this water model. However,
TIP3P has been shown to be better than TIP4P-Ew at repro-
ducing solvation free energies of small molecules (25). Our
data for both polyalanines indicate that the deviations from
experiment are modestly smaller (3–16% reduction in the
c2 value) when the TIP4P-Ew solvent model is used (Table
1). These data and those from the previous studies suggest
that the combination of using the ff99SB force field with
the TIP4P-Ew solvent model is one of the best combinations
currently available, at least for short peptides.
To address the remaining issues with the force field, we
compared the J-coupling constants across the sequence for
the Ala peptides. We selected 3J(HN,Ha) and the
2J(N,Ca)
constant because of their sensitivity to the 4 and j angles
of the backbone (Fig. 1). For the middle residues of Ala5,
the calculated 3J(HN,Ha) values show deviations ranging
from 1.2 to 1.7 Hz from the experimental observables and
ranging from 6.8 to 7.4 Hz depending on the parameter set
(compared with the experimental values of 5.6–6.0 Hz).
These trends are observed in the other polyalanine simula-
TABLE 1 Scalar coupling c2 values for Ala3 and Ala5 using
three different Karplus equation parameter sets
Peptide Water DFT1 (26) DFT2 (26) Original (13)
ALA3 TIP3P 1.605 0.04 1.895 0.01 2.175 0.01
TIP4P-Ew 1.575 0.01 1.755 0.04 2.055 0.04
ALA5 TIP3P 1.445 0.02 1.625 0.03 1.815 0.01
TIP4P-Ew 1.365 0.01 1.365 0.01 1.555 0.01Biophysical Journal 97(3) 853–856tions as well (see the Supporting Material); the coupling
constants from the simulations are too large, indicating too
much sampling of b-like local backbone conformations as
compared with PPII, although the latter remains the dominant
conformation. In contrast, the calculated 2J(N,Ca) constants
are in excellent agreement with the experimental values,
with the largest deviation in residue 2, which shifts to values
that suggest slightly too much a-helical conformation (which
are generally ~6.50 Hz on the Karplus curve). Therefore, the
most apparent issue for the local backbone conformations in
these simulations is that the ensembles are shifted slightly
away from favored PPII conformations.
Our results show that scalar coupling calculations are
sensitive to the implemented Karplus parameter sets (Table
1 and Fig. 1). Based on the calculated 3J(HN,Ha) values,
the DFT2 (26) parameters should have the worst c2 value;
however, the Orig set (13) produces the worst results for
Ala5 in the TIP4P-Ew model. In Fig. S2, the average
J-coupling scalar constants are shown for the other scalar
constants involved in the c2 analysis. The parameter sets
show similar trends for most of the scalar constants except
for 3J(HN,Cb), where the DFT2 set performs the best,
compensating for the errors in the 3J(HN,Ha) and resulting
in lower overall c2. Thus the c2 data should be interpreted
with caution, and the influence of Karplus parameters on
individual errors must be considered. Furthermore, the
Orig parameters implicitly include the effects of motional
averaging, and one would therefore expect worse agreement
with experiment when scalar couplings are back-calculated
from the full ensembles using empirical parameters fit to
experimental data (27). Since this is not apparent, it appears
that the effect of force-field inaccuracies on the simulated
ensembles may exceed the effects of including dynamic
FIGURE 1 Average 3J(HN,Ha) and
2J(N,Ca) scalar constants for simula-
tions of ALA5 in the TIP4P-Ew solvent model. These constants are calcu-
lated with the original DFT1 (black), DFT2 (purple), and original Karplus
(orange) parameters, respectively. Experimental scalar values are plotted
in each graph in blue. Error bars are calculated from the average difference
between two simulations.
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explicitly in the molecular-dynamics ensembles.
Helical structural bias is a problem that has been associated
with previous Amber force fields. We therefore focused on
Ala5 since its sequence is long enough to permit an a-helical
hydrogen bond. We calculated the percentage of a-helical
conformations sampled by the central residue of Ala5 with
the definition used by Best et al. (14) (Table S5). In the
TIP3P andTIP4P-Ew solventmodels, thea-basin populations
are 20% and 15%, respectively, a significant improvement
over the ff94 and ff99 force fields (90–95% of the ensembles
sample an a-helical population depending on simulation
conditions) (14). Nevertheless, one must use caution in inter-
preting these results in terms of helix formation. These calcu-
lations measure only the f/j Ramachandran basin at the
residue level; the structuresmay not sample an actuala-helical
hydrogen bond. To test this, we repeated our calculations
employing the dictionary for secondary structure prediction
(DSSP) (28) definition for helicity, which resulted in popula-
tions of 0.4% and 0.0% of 310 and a-helix in both solvent
models. Hence, the ff99SB ensemble does not suffer from
the ailments of the previous force fields because it samples
local a-helical conformations only in the random coil state,
and no measurable amount of helical conformations.
In conclusion, comparisons of the Ala3 andAla5 ensembles
in both water models exhibit an excellent agreement between
experimental and calculated scalar couplings. We also find
that these calculations are somewhat solvent model-depen-
dent, indicating that the TIP4P-Ew water model is the better
choice for comparisons with NMR scalar coupling data. The
deviations of the calculated and experimental 3J(HN,Ha) scalar
constants with all of the parameter sets suggest that the devia-
tions are largest in the 4-torsional potential, which could have
effects on larger systems. Nevertheless, ff99SB does not
present the helical bias issues of the previous force fields. In
future work, we plan to use these experimental data as a refer-
ence to further improve our force-field parameters.
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